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Andritz Hydro
From water to wire
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ANDRITZ HYDRO is a global supplier of electromechanical systems and 
services (‘From water to wire’) for hydropower plants. The company is a 
leader in the world market for hydraulic power generation.

We promote hydropower as the most eco-

nomic form of renewable energy. In close co-

operation with our customers, we elaborate 

long-lived, environmentally friendly concepts.

We maintain nature, mankind, and technol-

ogy in perfect harmony, as part of our own 

corporate culture.

Therefore, sustainability and conservative use 

of resources are given top priority.
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What we represent:
  Over 170 years of experience in turbine 

design

  More than 30,000 turbines installed, totaling 

approx. 400,000 MW output

  Over 120 years of experience in electrical

 equipment for power stations

  Complete supply range up to 800 MW

  3,500 delivered generators, totaling

 185,000 MVA output

  Leading in service and rehabilitation for 

 upgrades

  World market leader for COMPACT HYdrO
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Hydropower currently meets about 20% of the 

world’s electricity needs. Most medium-term 

scenarios predict that power needs will be 

primarily met through a combination of vari-

ous new, renewable, and fossil fuel resources. 

According to current forecasts, awareness of 

global warming (due to CO2 emissions from 

fossil fuel plants and other sources) will lead 

to a significant political pressure in the next 

Hydropower: sustainable, 
renewable,environmentally friendly
We are strongly committed to the sustained protection of the environment, in 
parallel with economic growth and social progress. The tenet is meeting the needs 
of the present generation, without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their needs.

decade. As a result, the demand for hydro-

power – the best-proven and most developed 

form of renewable energy – will grow. 

Our customers also attach great importance 

to sustainability. Their sustainability strategies 

are based on installation of modern, environ-

mentally friendly technologies and process-

es, and social responsibility. Therefore, these 

companies invest in infrastructure, healthcare 

and education at the locations and communi-

ties at which they operate. Additionally, new 

jobs for the local population, subsuppliers, 

and other industries are created, improving 

the standard of living of thousands of people.

Future development of worldwide power generation
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the hydropower advantages

  Hydropower is a well-proven form of power generation.

  Water is a renewable source of energy.

  Hydropower contributes significantly to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

  Hydropower is a clean form of energy and leaves no environmentally harmful residues.

  Hydroelectric power generation is cost efficient and not sensitive to fuel price increases.

  In many regions of the world, hydropower reservoirs are also vitally important for water supply,
 irrigation and flood protection.

  Civil works construction of hydropower plants creates local jobs and supports the regional economies.

  Hydropower conserves fossil fuel resources.

05

Up to now, only about 30% of global hydropower resources have been 
developed. Compared with other energy sources, hydropower offers some 
important advantages:
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Approaching the future – 
based on experience

Our pionieering companies – some are listed

below – paved the ground. Our current re-

search and development work concerns all 

products, but especially turbines, generators, 

automation, and pumps.

Hydraulic development of turbines and pumps

concentrates on efficiency increase, smooth 

running and stable operation over long life cy-

cles – big challenges considering the existing 

high technical level, which are readily accept-

ed by our well trained and highly motivated 

research teams. development takes place 

Over 170 years of experience in hydraulic energy supply business and intensive
research and development work form the solid basis of our capabilities. 
This experience is valuable, and we pass it on to our customers, day-to-day, 
just as the results of our research and development efforts.

in state-of-the-art hydraulic test rigs, whose 

operation is based on the standards of the 

International Electrotechnical Commission, 

IEC, as well as virtually. Computer Aided En-

gineering (CAE) has a leading role in our work: 

before manufacturing a machine or even be-

fore taking a machine to the test rig, it must 

have been simulated in all details. This com-

puter-based flow simulation (CFd) optimizes 

the flow components and simulates strength 

and lifetime properties of the machine com-

ponents.

Generator development centers around effi-

ciency increase by optimized cooling, design 

innovations, and further development of the 

insulation material.

Focus in automation technology is on protec-

tion, excitation and the enhancement of hu-

man-machine interfaces as well as on ensur-

ing seamless automation and communication 

structure in hydropower plants.
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Cleuson dixence, Switzerland

The three vertical-shaft, five-jet Pelton tur-

bines in Cleuson dixence (see insert photo) 

are operated under the most extreme condi-

tions. The head – 1,869 m – as well as the 

machine output – 423 MW – represent two 

world records.

Goldisthal, Germany

The two asynchronous, variable-speed motor

generators in Goldisthal are the only ones of 

their kind installed outside Japan. They are a 

real milestone in the pumped storage technol-

ogy in Europe.

Optimum implementation of every single customer contract –
regardless of the size of the project. Some highlights that we are
particularly proud of are also recognized world records.

our special pride

tarbela dam, Pakistan

The bifurcation at Tarbela dam (see large pho-

to on the right) is unique. This pipe has an in-

ner diameter of 13.2 m and a height of over 

16 m in the centre – the same as a four-storey 

building. This pipe has even made it to the 

Guinness Book of records. (picture page 9)

Sihwa, South Korea

The tidal power station on Sihwa Lake in South 

Korea (see photo below) opens a new chap-

ter in the development of renewable energy 

production. The ten machines have an overall 

output of 260 MW and when completed, will 

form the world’s largest tidal power station. 

(picture below)

three Gorges, China

The Three Gorges Project (three gorges dam) 

is the largest hydropower plant of the world 

(26 x 700 MW = 18,200 MW). GE Hydro (to-

day AndrITz HYdrO) delivered seven tur-

bines and six generators. 
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Large new installations
The market for large new plants is increasingly attaching importance to suppliers 
overall competence. In addition to the technical requirements, customers tend 
to opt for financial prowess and social responsibility.

Our ‘Large Hydro’ division offers the whole 

range of electromechanical equipment for 

large new installations. This core competence 

– the ability to provide the whole portfolio of 

products and services from a single source – 

is based on cutting-edge proprietary technol-

ogy developed in our hydraulic laboratories, 

  Penstocks, gates and hydraulic steel 

 structures

 Turbines and digital speed governors
  Shut-off valves
  Generators

 Control and automation
  Protection, excitation and synchronization
  Monitoring and diagnosis systems
  Site management
  Testing and commissioning, training

as well as on the fact that we manufacture 

the core components in our own workshops.

 

In detail, we supply the entire mechanical 

and electrical equipment – from project de-

sign, engineering, model testing, purchas-

ing, manufacturing, and installation to project 

management for:
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State governments are increasingly promoting small hydropower stations, both where 
the construction of new stations and the modernization of existing ones is concerned, 
because small hydropower is an essential contribution to sustainable and renewable en-
ergy generation with low environmental impact.

Small hydropower

In a constantly growing market of small hydro-

power plants we are a leading global supplier.

Our achievements with emphasis on com-

plete solutions (‘From water to wire’) for elec-

tromechanical equipment contain the entire 

production line and service spectrum for small 

and medium hydroelectric power plants with 

unit output up to 30 MW. 

This range is covered by the ‘COMPACT 

HYdrO’ program. Special concepts have 

been developed, resulting in maximum ef-

ficiency, shorter installation periods, shorter 

delivery times, and and optimized compact 

power house dimensions. 

Our solutions make therefore hydroelectric 

power plants up to 30 MW particulary eco-

nomical for our customers.

Turbine types in the ‘COMPACT HYdrO’ 

program:

Axial turbines
   Head up to 30 m, output up to 10 MW
   runners with three up to six blades
   With double or single governor
  Horizontal, inclined, or vertical shaft line

Francis turbines
  Head up to 300 m, output up to 30 MW
  Spiral turbines, horizontal or vertical shaft

  arrangements

Pelton turbines
   Head up to 1,000 m, output up to 30 MW
   Horizontal shaft design with 1 up to 3-jets or
  Vertical shaft design with 2 up to 6-jets
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Modernization and renewal
About 50% of the primary and secondary technology installed in hydropower 
plants all over the world are older than 30 years. Therefore, the market is being 
increasingly driven by modernization and upgrade of existing hydropower plants.

Our ‘Hydro Service’ division is specialized in 

focusing on optimization of existing opera-

tions and maintenance of hydropower equip-

ment. We assist our customers in reaching 

their goals – maximization of the energy pro-

duction yield, increase of competitiveness, 

and generation of sustainable value.

This means for our customers:
   Increased plant availability, reliability, 

 and safety
   Boosted power generation through opti-

mal utilization of available water resources
   Increasing revenues from peak power

 generation and grid regulation
   reduced service and maintenance costs
   reduced risk of standstills and unplanned

 maintenance
   Optimized plant value and maximum

 operating life

Individual customer requirements are com-

plied with individual solutions meeting the 

technical, economical, and legal require-

ments. Our services range includes compo-

nents and spare parts supply, complete au-

tomation packages, installation services, 

short-term repairs and modifications, inspec-

tions and overhauls, residual life analysis, risk 

assessment, feasibility studies, training, reha-

bilitation, modernization, and upgrade.
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Automation

‘Hydro Automation’ offers modern automa-

tion solutions from an extensive portfolio: 
  Automation & Control
  Excitation
  Power Plant Management
  Monitoring & diagnosis
  Protection
  Synchronization
  Turbine governors

The advantages that our customers gain 

from our integrated automation concepts 

are lower investment costs, simplification 

of start-up, and short standstill times during 

system replacement.

Whether it is newly constructed or mod-

ernized, each hydropower station requires 

specially adapted architecture meeting its 

specific requirements. Modernization and 

replacement projects must take the history 

of the station into account, which is reflect-

ed in different products, functions, cables, 

and sensors used over the different time pe-

riods. These projects typically require a step-

by-step approach. 

Modernizations as well as new construction 

of large systems are characterized by a high 

extent of complex hardware architecture, dif-

fering communication systems, and integra-

The same as for primary technology, increase of output and decrease of 
costs are goals of power station automation. The requirements for new 
plants differ from those in modernization projects.

tion of the latest technologies. In small hy-

dropower stations, cost optimized hardware 

architectures with functional integration are 

the typical features. 

Each operational and maintenance concept 

takes a number of modern technologies and 

products into account. The global use of mo-

bile telephones, internet, and GPS are state-

of-the-art. Any modern automation concept 

can utilize these technologies for optimiza-

tion and simplification of maintenance.
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Our Pump department derives its huge know-

how from the long experience – over 170 

years – in hydraulic machine and pump con-

struction, and also from ongoing research and 

development work in the company’s research 

centre – work that never stops. It is this inno-

vative activity that places us as a world recog-

nized specialist for pumps. 

Pumps
The world market has a growing demand for larger and more efficient pumps 
that are especially tailored to individual requirements. Here, too, experience 
and future-oriented research and development work counts.

Our scope of supply includes: development, 

model tests, design engineering, manufactur-

ing, project management, logistics, installa-

tion, service, spare parts and training of engi-

neered large pumps. The world market has a 

growing demand for larger and more efficient 

pumps that are especially tailored to individual 

requirements. Here, too, experience and fu-

ture-oriented research and development work 

counts. Standard centrifugal pumps, reactor 

pumps as well as complete pumping stations.

AndrITz pumps are used for the most dif-

ferent applications, whether for safe drinking 

water supply for megacities like Hong Kong 

and Beijing or as the entire range of process 

pumps required for pulp and paper mills. Cus-

tomers all over the world have confidence in 

us and rely on our long-term experience in all 

areas of the value added chain.
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turbo generators
Gas and combined cycle power stations cover an essential part of the demand 
of the fast growing energy market. A core of these power stations is formed by 
modern, high-performance turbo generators.

Over 120 years of experience in genera-

tor construction, highest quality, innovation, 

keeping to delivery dates, and customer ori-

entation make our ‘Generator Turbo’ division 

one of the leading suppliers of air-cooled tur-

bo generators in the world. Customers are 

attracted by our standardized solutions with 

short delivery times that enable rapid pay-offs 

of power station investments. 

Our turbo generator range extends from  

10 up to 350 MVA. We offer customers devel-

opment and design, manufacturing, site in-

stallation, and aftersales services. 

Over 650 turbo generators are in operation 

all over the world, reaching a total capacity of 

65,000 MVA. One of them is the generator in 

the world’s largest bio fuel power station in Al-

holma (Finland). 

Since the beginning of the 1990´s, we have 

cooperated successfully with a leading sup-

plier of steam and gas power stations. This 

cooperation comprises supplies and joint de-

velopments for air-cooled turbo generators.
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our competences
Our motto ‘From water to wire’ also signifies that we provide the necessary 
competences over the entire product portfolio and the full lifetime cycle of 
hydropower stations with manufacturing of all core components.

From water to wire

Integrated solutions, with complete electro-

mechanical equipment, including design, en-

gineering, manufacturing, delivery, site instal-

lation, and commissioning.

Life cycle

Analyzing the systems over the entire lifecy-

cle with tailormade services and solutions for 

the use of potential output-increase and mod-

ernization. A well developed services network 

guarantees rapid, competent, and on-the-

spot response to our customers needs.

own expertise

Permanent enhancement of expertise in engi-

neering and manufacturing – to maintain lead-

ership in the future. This quality is ensured at 

all sites. We have the competence to design 

and build all major core components of hydro-

power plants in our own workshops.
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Andritz Hydro 
an AndrITz GrOuP business area
Listed technology Group ANDRITZ is a global market leader for customized plants, 
process technologies, and services for the hydropower, pulp and paper, metals, 
and other specialized industries as solid/liquid separation, feed and biofuel.

The AndrITz GrOuP, headquartered in 

Graz, Austria, has around 13,000 employees 

and over 150 production sites, service and 

sales companies throughout the world.

In the past decade, AndrITz GrOuP sales 

have increased annually by more than 21%. 

This growth is based predominantly on 

strong organic expansion by means of mar-

ket growth and product innovation, as well 

as on successful acquisition of companies 

with complementary products, technologies, 

and services. 

Established in 1852, AndrITz has a long 

tradition in manufacturing machinery and in-

dustrial plant. In the hydropower sector, the 

Group can draw on almost 170 years of ex-

perience.
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 AndrITz HYdrO locations

 AndrITz locations

Andritz Hydro 
worldwide

AuSTrIA
Andritz Hydro GmbH, Vienna
Headquarters
contact-hydro@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro GmbH, Linz
contact-hydro@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro GmbH, Weiz
contact-hydro@andritz.com

Andritz AG, Graz
welcome@andritz.com

AuSTrALIA
Andritz Pty Ltd., Melbourne
contact-hydro.au@andritz.com

BrAzIL
Andritz Hydro BrASiL Ltda., São Paulo
contact-hydro.br@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro inepar do Brasil S.A., 
Campinas
contact-hydro.br@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro inepar do Brasil S.A., 
Araraquara
contact-hydro.br@andritz.com

CAnAdA
Andritz Hydro Canada inc., Stoney Creek
contact-hydro.ca@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro Canada inc., richmond
contact-hydro.ca@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro Ltée/Ltd., Pointe Claire
contact-hydro.ca@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro Ltée/Ltd., Lachine
contact-hydro.ca@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro Ltée/Ltd., Peterborough
contact-hydro.ca@andritz.com

CHILE
Andritz Chile Ltda., Santiago de Chile
contact-hydro.cl@andritz.com

CHInA
Andritz Hydro, Hangzhou office
contact-hydro.cn@andritz.com

Andritz-KEnFLo Foshan Pump Co. Ltd.,
Foshan
andritz-kenflo@andritz.com

Andritz AG, representative office Beijing, 
Beijing
chaoping.bai@andritz.com

Andritz technologies Ltd., 
Foshan
andritz.china@andritz.com

Andritz technologies Ltd., Beijing
contact-hydro.cn@andritz.com

CHEnGdU tiAnBAo HEAVy indUStry Co., Ltd.
Chengdu

COLOMBIA
Andritz Hydro Ltda., Bogotá
beat.ritschard@andritz-hydro.com.co

CzECH rEPuBLIC
Andritz Hydro s. r. o., Prague
contact-hydro.cz@andritz.com

FInLAnd 
Andritz Hydro inepar Finland oy, 
tampere
contact-hydro.fi@andritz.com

FrAnCE
Andritz Hydro S.A.S., Grenoble
contact@bouvierhydro.fr
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CHInA
Andritz Hydro, Hangzhou office
contact-hydro.cn@andritz.com

Andritz-KEnFLo Foshan Pump Co. Ltd.,
Foshan
andritz-kenflo@andritz.com

Andritz AG, representative office Beijing, 
Beijing
chaoping.bai@andritz.com

Andritz technologies Ltd., 
Foshan
andritz.china@andritz.com

Andritz technologies Ltd., Beijing
contact-hydro.cn@andritz.com

CHEnGdU tiAnBAo HEAVy indUStry Co., Ltd.
Chengdu

COLOMBIA
Andritz Hydro Ltda., Bogotá
beat.ritschard@andritz-hydro.com.co

CzECH rEPuBLIC
Andritz Hydro s. r. o., Prague
contact-hydro.cz@andritz.com

FInLAnd 
Andritz Hydro inepar Finland oy, 
tampere
contact-hydro.fi@andritz.com

FrAnCE
Andritz Hydro S.A.S., Grenoble
contact@bouvierhydro.fr

GErMAnY
Andritz Hydro GmbH, ravensburg
contact-hydro.de@andritz.com 

Andritz Fiedler GmbH, regensburg
hydro.de@andritz.com

GrEAT BrITAIn
Andritz Hydro Ltd., doncaster
contact-hydro.uk@andritz.com

HunGArY
Andritz Kft., tiszakécske
info@tigep.hu

IndIA
Andritz Hydro Pvt. Ltd., Bhopal
contact-hydro.in@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro Pvt. Ltd.   
Faridabad
contact-hydro.in@andritz.com

Andritz india Pvt. Ltd., new dehli
contact-hydro.in@andritz.com

IndOnESIA
Pt. Andritz indonesia, Jakarta
contact-hydro.id@andritz.com

IrAn
Andritz Hydro teheran Branch, teheran 
contact-hydro@andritz.ir

ITALY
Andritz Hydro S.r.l. Unipersonale,
Schio
contact-hydro.it@andritz.com

MExICO
Andritz Hydro S.A. de C.V., Morelia
contact-hydro.mx@andritz.com

nOrWAY
Andritz Hydro AS, Jevnaker
post@andritz.no

PEru
Andritz Hydro S.A., Lima
contact-hydro.pe@andritz.com 

PHILIPPInES
Andritz Hydro inc., Makati City
contact-hydro.ph@andritz.com

ruSSIA
Andritz Hydro, Moscow
contact-hydro.ru@andritz.com

SOuTH AFrICA
Andritz Hydro (Pty) Ltd., Johannesburg
contact-hydro.za@andritz.com

SPAIn
Andritz Hydro S.L., Madrid
contact-hydro.es@andritz.com

SWEdEn
Andritz Waplans AB, nälden
contact-hydro.se@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro inepar Sweden AB, 
Kristinehamn
contact-hydro.se@andritz.com

SWITzErLAnd
Andritz Hydro AG, Jonschwil

Andritz Hydro AG, Kriens
contact-hydro.ch@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro SA, Vevey
contact-hydro.ch@andritz.com

Andritz Hydro AG, zurich
contact-hydro.ch@andritz.com

TurKEY
Andritz Hydro Sti. Ltd., Ankara
contact-hydro.tr@andritz.com

uK
Andritz Hydro Ltd., doncaster
timothy.doyle@andritz-hydro.com

uKrAInE
VA tECH Hydro GmbH, Kiev
gennadi.ignatiev@andritz-hydro.com.ua

uSA
Andritz Hydro Corp., Charlotte
contact-hydro.us@andritz.com

VEnEzuELA
Andritz Hydro C.A., Caracas
vatech02@cantv.net

VIETnAM
Andritz Hydro GmbH, Hanoi
oai@netnam.vn
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ww

Andritz Hydro GmbH
Penzinger Strasse 76

1141 Vienna, PO Box 5, Austria
Phone: +43 (1) 89100
Fax: +43 (1) 8946046

E-Mail: contact-hydro@andritz.comHP.IMAGE 02.e.12.09


